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THE SN'IMMI'.l4 Pl«ster, Irni~th 65"
In thc possession of thc artist.

HUBERT DALWOOD

One of thc exhil>its in thc I'.xhibiti<n> ol''out< mpolal<'y I ainting, Sculpture and Crafts.
'I'his is l>y the nese (Iregory I'clio<a in Sculpture at Leeds Ut>icersity.
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THE CURRENT EXHIBITION
Despite all efforts made for the decentralisation of the arts since the war,

London still remains the only place in the country where a young artist can
expect to find recognition and patronage. For this reason paintings and sculp-
tures by the more progressive artists are all too rarely seen outside London
exhibitions, most of which are held in dealers'alleries. These galleries
constitute the main medium through which a painter or a sculptor might hope
to establish himself artistically or commercially in this country. It is natural,
therefore, that outside London the works of an artist who is establishing a
reputation are rarely seen.
This partly explains why such an exhibition as the one now being held at the

City Art Gallery should immediately provoke controversy. "We like what we
know" is a truism, and conversely how much some people resent what to them
is new. But in a world of constant change, complacency is a major evil, and
in art, as in all other aspects of life, the contemporary spirit must be reflected.
Opportunities for extending our awareness should not be regarded as an
imposition. No-one is forced to look at the works of these young artists, but it is
an injustice to oneself to ignore them. Art is, and always has been, a reflection
of contemporary life and thought. If what we see in the work of these artists
appears repugnant or even merely unacceptable, it is possible that they are
reflecting an aspect of contemporary life which we perhaps prefer to ignore but
which nonetheless exists.
The fact that amongst the realists the subject has changed from the drawing

room to the kitchen, from the lively strutting peacock to the dead chicken, from
the romantic pastoral landscape to the contemplation of the sinister forms of
rocks and trees, is not without its realistic and emotional parallel in our
present social order. Frustration, apprehension, and potential cruelty expressed
in many of the works are not unfamiliar characteristics of contemporary lile.
Deep as our resentment may be at being reminded of them, the true artist
cannot ignore them.
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Adverse criticism of abstract and non-representational painting and sculpture
has now resolved itself into a collection of cliches which, over a period of thirty
or more years, have become very tedious. "What does it mean?" is a question
which can only be answered by the work itself, and the answer lies in the obser-
ver's response to the plastic qualities of painting or the formal qualities of
sculpture. Here prejudice, rather than ignorance, so often proves to be the
barrier. People seek representation where it was never intended and thereby fail
to appreciate the combination of lines, shapes, colours and textures which in
themselves can evoke an intellectual and emotional response.
Apparent simplicity of expression found in some of these works is neither

childish nor accidental. Abstract art often demands greater thought and imagina-
tion than that which is based on figurative representation. The creation of
forms demands greater personal discipline than the interpretation of existing
ones and the result is a refinement of the art into its purist form.
This exhibition is not so much an attempt to justify what is being done but to

provide the opportunity for people in Leeds and district to see a fairly represent-
ative collection of contemporary British art, by painters and sculptors who are
already well-known in the south and better known in other countries than in the
north of England.

AN IMPORTANT GIF'I
Our indebtedness to the National Art Collections Fund is;tlready great, for

the help which it has given in the past in building up the collection at Temple
Newsam House. Now it is increased by the most generous and acceptable gift
of an extremely beautiful and valuable painting by Francesco Guardi, and two
important watercolours by John Sell Cotman and Peter de Wint. Such gifts
bring to our collection, treasures which we could not normally afford to buy
and permanently enhance the prestige and importance of our art galleries. No
other body makes so great a contribution to the building up of our national and
provincial collections and to the preservation of our art treasures in this country.
It is well worthy of the support of all individuals who have a care for the
preservation of important works of art in this country.

ERRATUM. In the previous number of the Calendar, No. 30 on p. 26, lines 2 et seq. should read:
. studied at St. Ives School of Painting 1946—7, at Camberwell 1947—50, returned to St. Ives 1950.
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BEECH TREES Chalk and wash 20s-" x 15)"
LUPTON BEQUEST

PAUL SANDBY
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Thomas Sandby
and some topographical and picturesque water co-tourists of the i 8th century

Thomas Sandby was born in 1721, according to the tradition in Nottingham.
In 1742 he entered the Drawing Offic of the Tower from which he continued
to draw a salary for most of his life and through which he must have obtained
the connection with the Duke of Cumberland that took him on the campaigns
in Scotland and the Netherlands. The Duke became Ranger of Windsor
Forest in 1746 and Thomas may have acted as his deputy for some time before
he became known as Deputy Ranger and acquired the Deputy Ranger's Lodge
in about 1765. Much of his life's work was concerned with the Park and
Virginia Water. He was a Foundation, architect, Member of the Royal
Academy and Professor of Architecture.'e died in 1798.
The bulk of Thomas Sandby's work is in architectural or surveyor's drawings

and few are picturesque in intention as are the present two. The attribution to
Thomas rather than Paul is due to W. A. Sandby writing a hundred years
later but is, I think, justified. The rather limited technique and unsubtle colour
would be typical of Thomas but representative of Paul only when young or
when not at his best. Mickleham Church (No. 2) is placed by a watermark almost
at the end of Thomas's career at a time when Paul's technique would have
been far more varied and accomplished.

Paul Sandby is much the best known of the artists in this group. He has been
dubbed the "Father of English Watercolour" although there were Englishmen
practising the art before him and with equal skill. Born in 1735, he followed
his brother into the Drawing Office of the Tower and to Scotland, where he
worked on the Survey of the Highlands for about five years, returning to
London around 1751. He drew a number of caricatures mostly aimed at
Hogarth. He exhibited at the Society of Artists and, as a foundation member,
at the Royal Academy. His many drawings ofWindsor are due to the position
of his brother there, for he never obtained an official post as he hoped. None
were executed on Royal Commission. He taught both privately and at the
Woolwich Academy. He never achieved the social status or financial stability
of his brother in his lifetime but is credited with being one of the originators of
the art of aquatint in England. He died in 1809.
Paul Sandby made numerous figure studies which he used like the Venetian

view painters to populate his pictures. No. 5 is quite typical. Although his
topographical drawings are the more famous, expecially through his connection
with Windsor, many others derive their charm more from the incident than
the setting; such is the Chaise and Pair on the Spaniards Road, hardly different in
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A VIEW OF BRINKWORTH Walercolour 14$"x 21" THOMAs HEARNE



intention from some of the quieter Rowlandsons exhibited last quarter. The
Beech Trees although identified, may be taken as an essay in picturesque land-
scape in the manner of Gainsborough rather than a record of particular trees,
and the technique is far from that of a mere topographer. The remaining
drawings are all topographical in type: Roche Abbey is inscribed, probably
by W. A. Sandby, as a very early drawing of Paul Sandby and, indeed, he
exhibited views of this subject at the Society of Arts and the Royal Academy,
mainly early in his career. Nevertheless it is not at all a typical topographical
drawing of the 1760's with its ambitious composition, broad handling and
comparatively subtle tones. Far more typical are Nos. 4, 9 and 10 which were
no doubt intended for engraving, although that of Harlech Castle is the only
one of which I have found a print. The use of a repoussoir on one side of the
composition and a very distant vista on the other as in Nos. 9 and 10 was
habitual with Sandby and is a vestige of the compositional technique of Claude
which is found also in the Hearne drawing of Derwentwater and frequently
in Alexander Cozens, Richard Wilson and other contemporaries.
The three drawings in No. 11 which are a teacher's example or exercise in

the technique ofwatercolour are, I think, doubtfully attributed to Paul Sandby
but they do illustrate not so much his actual procedure in making a drawing
as the classical conception of how a work of art is formed as it appears in almost
all writings on art from the middle ages to the mid-nineteenth century,
namely: that the form precedes the colour and the generality the details. In
the case of Sandby it can be seen that to some extent this is true of his actual
practise but that it was easily varied to suit the particular circumstances.
Although Paul Sandby has been for long thought of as the founder of the

English school of watercolour the direct line of descent to Turner, Girtin and
Cotman was through the Cozens, father and son, rather than Sandby. Never-
theless Sandby did achieve a new level in the rise of the watercolourist from
map-maker to imaginative artist, a progress that was at once social and
artistic. He began to paint with a strength of colour and on a scale to rival the
oil painters, who had already made this step, and he showed in their public
exhibitions. He brought in a suggestion of the manner of Claude to associate
his work with the antique —the source of all intellectual prestige. This is
especially visible in his views from the terraces of Windsor Castle. In this way
he formed an association of the imaginative with the topographical which
Cozens and Turner were to exploit fully.

William Marlow was born in 1740 and studied under Scott, who used to be
called the "English Canaletto", from about 1756 to 1761.He exhibited at the
Society of Arts from 1762. He painted many views of country seats. In 1765
he went abroad travelling in France and Italy for three years. He lived first
in London and then at Twickenham from 1778 where he did many views of
the river. He died in 1813.'age
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BORGO DI OHIAIA, N:%PI.RB Il'oto>coloIIS 14-" >c24'"
LUPTOS BEQUEST

WILI.IAM MARLOW

Marlow worked in many mediums and, even in watercolour, there is a
strange inconsistency in his colouring which I have not been able to tie cer-
tainly to a chronological development. The pale greyish colouring of his view
of Naples and the figure studies is the most reticent and attractive and it seems
to represent his earlier style. Some drawings are executed in the heavy brown
and yellow tints of Nos. 15 and 20 which like many of his other drawings are
characterized by a curious nobbly convention in the drawing of the branches
of trees. The brilliant and bitter colouring of Nos. 17—19 must have lead to
their attribution to Marlow by analogy, perhaps, with certain drawings in the
British Museum. This may represent his later manner. The actual brushwork
does not seem to be quite typical ofMarlow but perhaps represents the extreme
of his essays in the picturesque. These drawings are merely day dreams of the
picturesque idea with its ramshackle bridges, rustic cottages and other rough
and evocative motifs thinner and emptier, if prettier, than those of William
Gilpin.

Thomas Hearne was born in 1744. He won a premium at the Society of
Arts in 1763 and was apprenticed to William Woolett, the engraver. He went
to the Leeward Islands with the Governor, Sir Ralph Payne, making drawings
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of the Islands. He won another premium at the Society of Arts in 1776,
apparently with the drawing in this collection No. 00 which may therefore
be renamed A View of Brinkvvorth, Wilts. Like Sandby he published a set of
views of Britain on which he had worked from 1777—81 and contributed to
another completed in 1817. Some of these were based on sketches drawn by
other artists, for which he was paid ten guineas a drawing by Byrne, the
engraver-publisher.'e died in 1817.
The influence of Paul Sandby has been discerned in his early work and

perhaps remains in his Uiettt of Brinkrttorth (No. 26), but the influence of Dutch
landscape, expecially of Wynants, is more obvious. It is interesting to see how
Hearne has modified the sketch (No. 27) in making the finished composition.
Apart from filling the view with a superfluity of animals, cottages and other
picturesque details, he has radically altered the proportions by exaggerating
the vertical dimensions in comparison with the horizontal. Many artists have
done the same thing including Cezanne and the Japanese masters of the
woodcut, but here the reason is perhaps purely picturesque. The stratagem
makes the ground more hilly and provides numerous different levels for the
display of incidents.

Bexlep Priory (No. 22) is a fair example of his monochrome style which he
practised frequently, and is an example also of the kind of picturesque ruin
which was becoming very popular and which was catered for both by Sandby's
and Hearne's published sets of views, although I do not know whether this
particular view was ever engraved.
The Uiettt of Derttventwater from ~kiddavv seems to lean towards the subtler

manner of J. R. Cozens. Dr. Munro, who hired Turner and Girtin to copy
works by Cozens, was also especially partial to Hearne who had in fact finished
the set of drawings of Sicily after Charles Gore begun by Cozens.b The views
of Durham and Lymington may represent his mature style with its very precise
drawing but not very attractive colour. Hearne, though quite popular, was
already old-fashioned in his own day. Technically he was very accomplished,
but he represents no great advance in the prestige or art of watercolour.

1. See A. P. Oppe Sandby Dratoings at Windsor Castle.
2. A. P. Oppe op. cit.
3. I.A. Williams, Early Fnolislt Watercolours, pp. 73—74, whose notes on the other artists catalogued

in this Calendar are informative.
4. Iolo Williams, op. cit., p. 53. 5. Farington Diaries II, p. 66.
6. G. F. Bell and T. Girtin:Walpole Society, Voh 23, g. R. Cozens, p. 11.

THOMAS SANDBY (1721 1798)
1 A STuDv oF TREEs, figures on horseback and a castle beyond 1.

Watercolour; 26 x 19 in.
205/04.
Prov.: W. A. Sandby who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1904.
Exhib.t Nottingham Castle 1886.
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2 MtcKLEHAM CHURGH, SURREY among trees, two men in the foreground, one on
horseback.
Watercolour; 12 x 18 in.
206/04.
Prov.: W. A. Sandby who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1904.
Watermarked: 1V. M. Portal V Bridges 1794.

PAUL SANDBY (1725—1809)
3 RocHE ABBEY, overgrown with shrubs and trees in a narrow valley with some

peasants in the foreground.
Water and body colour on two sheets of paper joined down the middle;18'29 in.
210/04.
Prov.: W. A. Sandby who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1904.
Exhib.t Views of this subject were shown at the Society of Artists 1761, No. 216;
1762, No. 95; R.A. 1769, No. 101.

4 VIEw OF AN OLD TowER, standing by a river with buildings behind and trees
on both sides and beyond.
Watercolour; 7-,', x 1 1 < in.
209/04.
Prov.: W. A. Sandby who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1904.

5 FtoUREs, a man, negro page and two women, with a black and white dog.
Blacklead and watercolour; 3~s x 3~ in.
13.1 76/53.
Prov.t Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
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6 LQNG WALK, WINDSQR GREAT PARK, with a carriage on the road and the
castle in the distance.
Watercolour; 3 x5s in.
Inscr.> in black ink in lower 1. corner, P.S.1789.
13.175/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
This seems very similar in style to some drawings by T. Sandby in the British
Museum.

7 CIIAIsE AND PAIR oN TIIE SPANIARDs ROAD, HAMPsTI'.AD, the road lined with
bushes; the roof of a house shows l.
Watercolour; 7-.', x 9.'-, in.
5.185/52.
Prov.: Arthur Boney (lot 64 Sotheby's, Oct. 7th, 1947); Agnes and Norman
Lupton who bequeat.hed it to Leeds, 19,')2.

8 BEEoII TREEs, in a wood with cattle.
Chalk and wash on blue paper; 20„' 1;>",in.
Inscr.> in brown ink along lower edge, P. >andby 18').'3 in >ir At. Burdet's Park.
13.174/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman I.upton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
This Sir Rt. Burdet might l>c Sir Rol>crt Burdett of'I'oremark, Derby, who died
in 1799.A similar Beech 'I'rcc is in thc Victoria and Albert. Museum dated 1794.

I~Q"IFI ir

No. 9
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HARLEGH CAsTLE on a hill centre with the flank of a mountain r. and Snowdon
in the distance l.
Watercolour; 13 X202 in.
Inscr.: in ink on the back, JVl. IO Harlech Castle in the County of 1lIerioneth with
Snowdon at a distance, and on the back of the mount, P. Sandby I777.
207/04.
Prov.: W. A. Sandby who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1904.
Aquatinted by P. Sandby in 1776, pub. as No. 7 of his Views of North Wales,
1775 onwards, with the addition of figures and animals. The date on the aquatint
and that on the drawing seem incompatible.

LANDscAPE wITH GAsTLE QN A MQUND, the flank of a hill r., a track 1. with two
figures, one on a donkey.
Watercolour; 52 X82 in.
208/04.
Prov.: W. A. Sandby who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1904.

(a) A BRIDGE crossing a river to an island in its midst with a tower and cottage
on It.
Grey wash; 5>~ X7 in.
(b) THE SAME SCENE
Watercolour; 52 X7 in.
(c) THE SAME SCENE.
Watercolour; 5$ X 6+ in.
Inscr.: in ink in lower 1. corner: C.
13.173/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
The three drawings constitute a sketching lesson; (a) the preliminary wash
drawing, (b) shows colour used, and (c) the desirable detail filled in.

WILLIAM MARLOW (1740—1813)
BGRGo DI CHIAIA NAPLEs, with shipping on the water, men pushing a rowing
boat off from the shore and two figures in the foreground.
Watercolour; 14~ X214 in.
13.266/53.
Prov.: Mr. L. G. Duke; Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to
Leeds, 1953.
A blacklead sketch for this drawing belongs to Mr. A. P. Oppe and there is a
related sepia study in the Victoria and Albert Museum (D.495—89). It is
probably identical with a View near Naples, No. 97, exhibited at the Incorporated
Society of Artists Exhibition in 1767.
Watermark: Whatman.

A VIEw QF FLDRENGE, with the Arno in the foreground looking down stream.
Figures in the foreground, lines ruled in ink indicate that the composition was
to be cut at the r. and bottom edge by the mount.
Watercolour; 44 X7s in.
Inscr.: in ink in lower 1. corner W. Marlow.
5.143/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
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ARTS CA]

LEEDS CITY ART GALLERY
OPEN DAILY 10.30 to 6.30; SUNDAYS 2.30 to 5.0

NOVEMBER 30 to
DECEMBER 31

CONTEMPORARY PAINTERS, SCULPTORS
AND CRAFTSMEN

Paintings, sculpture and pottery by some younger artists most of
whom have not previous y exhibited in Yorkshire, together with
a collection of modern pottery and the work of three local
craftsmen.

DECEMBER 10 to
DECEMBER 31 LEEDS FINE ARTS CLUB

Annual exhibition of members'ork

JANUARY 28 to
FEBRUARY 18 TIEPOLO DRAWINGS

An exhibition of drawings by Giambattista Tiepolo (1696-1770)
circulated by the Arts Council.

FEBRUARY 11 to
FEBRUARY 18 LEEDS CAMERA CLUB

Picture of the Month
NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

PORTRAIT OF SIR THOMAS GASCOIGNE
by P. Battoni, from Lotherton Hall

THE HEDGER AND HIS MATE
by G. W. Mote

From the collection of Mr. Tom Laughton of Scarborough

TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE
OPEN DAILY, INCLUDING SUNDAYS, 11.30 to 6.15 OR DUSK

Selections from the permanent collection of
paintings, watercolours, pottery and furniture etc.
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ENDAR

SOME NOTABLE EVENTS IN YORKSHIRE GALLERIES

DECEMBER-FEBRUARY

Arts Council Exhibitions
The Artist's View of an Industry
Drawings and Etchings by Muirhead Bone
Victorian America (Lithographs)

Harrogate
Hull
Hull

Dec. 3 to Dec. 27
Dec. 3 to Dec. 31
Feb. 11 to March 3

Other Exhibitions
Modern Trends in Watercolour (A.E.B.)
Paintings by Janet and E. J. Rawlins
Chatsworth Pictures
Doncaster Art School Exhibition
Huddersfield Art Society
Sheffield Photographic Society
Daumier Lithographs (V. & A.)
Historic Houses of Britain (A.E.B.)
Heeley Art Club Annual Exhibition
Private Collection of Mr. Peter Pears and
Pictures from the Rutherston Coll.
Bingham Memorial Exhibition
Paintings by Merlyn Evans, William Gear,

Ceri Richards
American Community Art Centres
Craftsmanship To-day
Society of Aviation Artists
Works by Christian Rohlfs
Charles Murray Memorial Exhibition
Doncaster Art Club
Nidderdale & Ripon Art Club
East Yorkshire Artists
The English Teapot (V. & A.)
Society of Marine Artists

Mr. Benjamin Britten

Robt. Medley and

Hull
Batley
Wakefield
Doncaster
Brighouse
Sheffield
Hull
Huddersfield
Sheflie ld
York
Scarborough
Doncaster

Huddersfield
Wakefield
Wakefield
Scarborough
York
Huddersfield
Doncaster
Harrogate
Hull
Brighouse
Scarborough

to Dec. 10
to Dec. 17
to Dec. 17
to Dec. 18
to Dec. 24

Dec. I to Dec. 29
Dec. I to Dec. 23
Dec. 3 to Dec. 17
Dec. 3 to Jan. I
Dec. 10 to Dec. 31
Dec. 17 to Jan. 7
Dec. 22 to Jan. 29

Dec. 24 to Jan. 21
Jan. 7 to Jan. 28
Jan. 7 to Jan. 28
Jan. 14 to Feb. 11

February
Feb. 4 to March 3
Feb. 4 to March 4
Feb. 4 to March 4
Feb. 11 to March 17
Feb. 11 to April 14
Feb. 18 to March 17

Art Films circulated by the Arts Council
Doncaster February 27th

Lectures
"Colour and Form" by Harry Fish
"John Constable —Painter" by Miss Helen Kapp
"Helping People to See" by Mrs. Molly Harrison

Doncaster
Wakefield
Wakefield

December 14
January 23
February 6
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14 A VEGETABLE SELLER, wearing a red coat and blue
viewer and points to some baskets of vegetables.
Watercolour: 4-~ X4~ in.
5.145/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Luptnn who bequeathed it

apron, he looks at the

to Leeds, 1952.

15 A BUTGHER, wearing a black hat and coat, half turned
Watercolour; 5s X 3~ in.
5.144/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it

from the viewer.

to Leeds, 1952.
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16

17

18

19

ST. I.EONARD S CHURGH, MALTON YoRKSHIRE, FROM THE DERWENT'he village
dominated by the church on the far side of the river. A sailing barge.
Watercolour; 4„"'7s in.
Inscr.: in ink in lower 1. corner 11.M. and on the old mount Malton yorkshire.
5.139/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
A RUINED CAsTLE, above a road, a tree in the foreground and a river l.
Watercolour; 6~- X9 in.
5.141/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who beclucathed it to Leeds, 1952.
A RUsTIG BRIDGE spanning a stream which runs into the picture; a tree on the
bank r. centre.
Watercolour: 4~a x6„'n.
Inscr.: in ink on rev. JVo. 45.
5.140/52.
Prov.: Dr. C. M. Chadwick; Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to
Le(ds, 1952.
A CGTTAGE ADGVF. A Poor.; a tree and a stump on the edge of the pool in the
foreground.
Watercolour; 4„"X6in.
Inscr.: in ink on the back JVo. 43.
5.142/52.
Prov.: Dr. C. M. Chadwick; Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to
L( eds, 1952.

20
ASCRIBED TO MARI.OW

BAI(NARD CAs'I'I.E, seen across (1 11vel'imollg tl'( ('s 'wo figure in the foreground.
W;itercolour; 5 X7(I in.
Inscr.: on thc b«ck by Liipton bt. in 1'lorence .4/nil 17 1901, I lira—Xo A
5.234/52.
Prov.: Agn(s and N(ir(n in Lupton who bequc ithed it to I.eeds, 1952.

21

22

THOMAS HEARNE (1744—1817)
BExLEY PRIGRY KENT, ruins;(mong trees and over grown with weeds and
bushes.
Grey wash; 6s X9.,'n.
Inscr.( in ink on the old mount; T. Hearne and Bexley Priory I(ent and in pc(veil
on back Bexley Priory.
5.115/52.
Prov.: Sir Michael Sadler; Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to
Leeds, 1952.
LYMINGTGN an estuary with a ship from which timber is being unloaded;
men on horseback in the foreground.
Watercolour: 7 —.', X 10 in.
Insc>.c in ink in lower r. corner: Hearne
13.129/53.
Prov.: Dr. C. M. Chadwick; Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to
Leeds, 1953.
An inscription of the old mount identifies the view as Lymington.
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23 NQRTH EAST vIEw oF DURHAM, the river and bridge in the foreground, castle
centre and cathedral tower l.
Watercolour; 12~s x18 in.
6/29.
Prov.: Presented by the Leeds Art Collection Fund, 1929.
Engraved and published by Byrne 1799.

24 DERwENTwATER FRQM SKIDDAw, the flank of a mountain 1., the lake in the
distance r. centre.
Watercolour; 7s- >< 10s in.
Inscr I in ink on the reverse, 3 view of the lake of ~eswick from the top of Skiddaw
and a monogram which may be F.S.R.
13.130/53.
Prov.: F. S. Robinson; Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds,
1953.
A signed version of this drawing, in all respects very close, is in the collection
of Mr. T. Girtin.
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25 VIEw QF THE THAMEs FRQM GREENwIGH, a broad expanse of the river with
shipping on it; the dome of St. Paul's cathedral in the distance.
Watercolour; 4s X 74 in.
Inscr.: in ink, in lower 1. corner: Hearne.
13.128/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
An inscription on the back of the mount in ink, written in an old hand reads:
UP the river from the ShiP Tavern, Greenwich.

26 A ViEw oF BRiNKwoRTH, Wn TSIIIRE, a fork in the road with donkeys, a pack-
horse, horses harnessed to a cart, cottages scattered about.
Watercolour; 142 X21 in.
Inscr.: Hearne 1776.
665/25.
Prov.: Mrs. Anderdon Weston (Sotheby's 16th Feb. 1922, lot 102, as Bushey
Common, Herts.); Purchased from the Bilborough Bequest, 1925.
Exhib.: Society of Arts, 1776; Empire Arts Loans Exhibitions Society, 1948.
This drawing was acquired as A Uieivin Sopor. A photograph of it at the British
Museum is called Bushey Common, Herts., while the sketch, see below No. 27,
states that the finished drawing won a premium at the Adelphi in 1776. Hearne
won the Gold Pallet in that year with a View of Brinkvvorth, lt'iltshire, which may
be the correct identification of this scene.

27 A VIEw oF BRINKwoRTH, WIirsiIIR, as above with the animals.
Grey Wash; 5~~ x 14'n.
Inscr.: in pencil on reverse, The Originalfrom nature by T. Hearne for the Ivatercolour
Draioing which obtained the Premium at the Adelphi 1776. Born 1744.
2/32.
Prov.: Alexander Anderdon Weston; H. J. Tomkins whose executors presented
it to Leeds, 1932.
Sketch for No. 26. The provenance must have been the same.
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VIEW ON THE LAGOONS, VENICE Oil on fantas 18>n" x 84<"
E. E. COOK BEQUEST

FRANCESCO GUARDI



E .E .Cook Bequest

3 painting bp Francesco Guardi and two watercolours

Leeds has been very fortunate in receiving three important and attractive
works of art from the collection of the late E. E. Cook which has been dis-
tributed by the National Art Collections Fund. The finest of these is View on
the Lagoons of Venice. It represents the prospect from the Piazetta with San
Giorgio Maggiore on the left and the eastern end of the island of the Giudecca
with the Church of le Zitelli near the right-hand edge of the picture. This is
the principal view of the lagoons from the heart of Venice and the scene of
many of the most famous ceremonies and it is not surprising, therefore, that
Guardi, who painted largely for visitors who wanted souvenirs should have
repeated it many times. The best known versions are those of the Wallace
collection and the Academia of Venice'hich was the first work of this, now
so highly valued, artist to find its way into the chief collection of his native
city. The architecture of San Giorgio itself is repeated quite exactly and on
approximately the same scale in these three versions, but Guardi has altered
and extended the row of buildings on the Giudecca to suit the longer propor-
tions of the picture. Guardi always varied the incidents in his paintings—
there are no boats or figures in common between the Leeds and Wallace
versions and only the foreground boats between the Leeds and Venice ver-
sions but the same details may be found in other compositions and must
have been taken from a collection of drawings which he kept as a store of
detail to be used as occasion demanded. The main subject, San Giorgio, was
also taken from stock for the tower had fallen down in 1774,2 probably fifteen
years before some of these paintings were executed and was rebuilt in 1791
with a different cupola. It is interesting to learn that the monastery of San
Giorgio, those buildings which can be seen to the left of the church, is being
restored and what had been a drab barracks and a boiler room turns out to
be one of the most perfect of Palladio's interiors.
Francesco Guardi was born on the 5th of October, 1712, of a family which

came from the Trentino and had been ennobled by patent in 1643. He had
three sons of whom the youngest, Giacomo, carried on his father's workshop
until his death in 1838. Francesco himself died in 1793 without having achieved
the fame of a first-rate artist. Two of his brothers were also painters: Giovanni
Antonio, who was the master of Francesco, and Niccolo, who is mentioned
in 1790 as a landscape artist. Their sister married the much more famous
painter G. B. Tiepolo.
Very few documents survive that concern his work two refer to a commission

for which he was asked to lower his price; one is a note in a diary which
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VIEW ON THE LAGOONS, VENICE FRANCESCO GUARDI
Oil on cancas 26$"X 36"

REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE WALLACE COLLECTION

describes Guardi as a good pupil of the famous Canaletto and mentions two
fair sized pictures commissioned by an Englishman which he had executed by
means of the "Camera Ottica" and which he was exhibiting amid universal
applause; one records the commission of four paintings of scenes of the Pope'
visit to Venice for which he was to be paid 40 sequins, which was equivalent
to about twenty guineas in those days, or about as much as a second-rate
portrait painter might charge for a head. Tradition has it that Guardi was a
pupil and follower of Canaletto as for example in the third document men-
tioned above, in the obituary printed five years after his death ("a second
Canaletto") and in the note by Missaglia in 1826 who even says that Canaletto
gave pictures to Guardi for him to colour. Nevertheless it seems certain that
Guardi was trained in the studio of his brother to be a figure painter and only
later, at the age of about forty-eight, set out to follow Canaletto. He continued
to copy the paintings and prints by and after Canaletto up to the end of his
life, in fact increasingly towards the end of his life. This, together with the
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low prices he charged, is good evidence that Guardi regarded himself, as he
was regarded, as a minor artist. As Byam Shaw suggests, his more ambitious
productions were his Caprice for they belonged to the higher class of works of
the imagination while his Venetian Vedute represented a more modest aspira-
tion: to provide for the visitors to Venice mementos which, so long as they
included the more familiar buildings, did not need to be too accurate or up to
date, and to deck them out with a lively and pleasing handling of paint.
The history of our picture is puzzling. It was sold at Christies on March 15th,

1929, and from there it passed through the hands of a dealer to Mr. E.
E. Cook in 1933. It had been in the collection of A. H. Godfrey Esq. Its
companion, a view of the entrance to the Grand Canal from about the same
spot, was bought at the sale by Professor C. Langton Douglas who sold it to
Percy Straus who in turn bequeathed it to the Houston Art Gallery, Texas.
A note on the photograph of our picture in the Witt Library written at the
time when it was in the hands of a dealer, says that it had been hanging in a
noble's house from 1792 until 1929, while a note in the International Studio
for March 1931 says that three paintings, Views of Uenice in Spring, of which it
is one, were painted for the English dilettante, Ingram, who had a palace in
Venice and later lived in the Palazzo Mignanelli in Rome. The third picture
is in the collection of Captain Rimington-Wilson. It represents the view in
the opposite direction, that is from the Lagoon to the Piazetta. The authority
for neither of these statements is given, but they need not be regarded as
incompatible if the reference to a noble is to be thought of as the de facto
estimation of the status of one who owned a Palace in Venice. Godfrey lived
at Brooke House, Ask-next-Sandwich, which has recently been destroyed,
and was descended from Ingram Fuller Godfrey, born 1827, whose mother
was Augusta Isabella Ingram, daughter ofJohn Ingram of Staindrop, Durham.
The note in the R.A. catalogue to the exhibition of 18th century art 1954—5
to the Rimington-Wilson picture, No. 83, says that his picture, and therefore
probably ours, was given by Ingram to his daughter. Moreover this picture is
inscribed on the back, Margaret Ingram, who must be the daughter of Ingram
of the Pallazzo Mignanelli and must have been related to Augusta Isabella since
her pictures descended to the Godfrey family. These include three that were seen
by Mr. Byam Shaw at the Godfrey sale at Sothebys in 1946, all apparently
by the same hand but one was signed M. Ingram 1842 and the others called
Guardi and after Guardi. This M. Ingram is more likely to be Margaret and
not her father which removes the difficulty of the identification of the purchaser
of a Guardi before 1794 with the imitator of the same artist nearly fifty years
later. In fact it makes it possible that the picture was bought and painted
rather earlier in accord with Mr. Francis Watson's tentative opinion that it
is a comparatively early work of Guardi. In this connection the fact mentioned
above, that the tower of the church fell down in 1774, does not provide the
latest date for the picture since Guardi continued to paint it as it was for
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ON THE GRETA Walercolour 17<"K 13'"
E. E. COOK BEQUEST

JOHN SELL COTMAN
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many years, but in our picture it is possible that he was representing what
was actually there.
Very little is known about Guardi's patrons and so the crumb of information

on the provenance of our picture is interesting. Ingram himself is worth a
little research as he was not only a collector but also seems to have attempted
to export paintings by Guardi.
The two watercolours from the E. E. Cook collection are naturally less

interesting. Both are connected with Yorkshire. On tfie Greta by J. S. Cotman
is an addition to our collection of watercolours and drawings by this artist,
nearly a thousand in all, including some thirty finished watercolours. The
series of views of the Greta and nearby painted in 1805 is among the finest
achievements of Cotman's life, the product of one of the periods when he was
most happy, when he was still young and when he was not under the necessity
to make numerous drawings for pupils to copy. Leeds already possesses two
watercolours of Greta subjects: Brignall Banks and Barnard Castle from Taller
Hill. This fine drawing makes a most welcome addition to the group. It is also
a fine example of Cotman's compositional genius which makes his Greta Bridge
in the Victoria and Albert Museum a delicate abstract painting as well as a
topographical view and a delightful evocation of light and atmosphere. The
placing of the light bush in f'ront of the dark mass of'rees is common in Cot-
man's work of this period but is found rarely in the products of five centuries
of illusionist painting f'r it makes the space ambiguous. We are used to finding
objects of the greatest contrast in front or at any rate in the middle distance,
as is the case in the De Wint drawing P1.00, and the greater dista.nces paler
and paler. Cotman's device gives an extraordinary limpidity to the atmosphere
for it implies that distant things can be seen as clearly as nearer things. It
makes for a surprising freshness of technique that approaches almost to wit,
f'r the most important things are represented by leaving the paper nearly
clean, and also by avoiding the symptons of aerial perspective it allows the
picture to appear as design. It is not surprising that Cotman has been
rediscovered by the generation of the cubists.
The third acquisition is interesting more for its subject than its painting.

It is a view of Bolton Abbey by Peter de Wint. Views of this subject were
exhibited by de Wint at the Old Watercolour Society's exhibition in 1839,
No. 47; in 1845, No. 124; and in 1846, No. 84, and four were auctioned at
the sale after his death, lots 22, 295, 412 and 427, when they went for one and
eleven guineas and ninety-five and a hundred and thirty shillings. This very
elaborate drawing seems to belong to a period late in his career and is very
distant from the influence of Girtin which makes de Wint's earlier drawings
generally more pleasing than the later. Its elaborate finish must have been
intended to allow it to rival oil paintings and makes it a typical piece for a
public exhibition although de Wint was one of the earlier artists to hold a
one-man show of his own work annually.
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BOLTON ABBFY Watercolour 30$"x 41"
E. E. COOK BEQUEST

PETER DE WINT

1. Fiocco, Francesco Guardi, pl. 124.
2. J. Byam Shaw, 7 he Drawings of Francesco Guardi, p. 35.
3. Fiocco, op. cit. pp. 8—13.
4. The author of this note was probably Langton Douglas svhose wife has been very helpful in

providing us with references and information. His source must have been the Godfrey family
tradition.

5. Burke's Commoners, 1838.
6. Darnerini, F. Guardi, 1912, quoted by Mr. Francis Watson.
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